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Executive Summary

American democracy is at a crossroads. To deliver on the promise of a representative, inclusive democracy, our electoral system must provide every American the opportunity to meaningfully participate and make their voice heard in our democracy. That starts by guaranteeing that every eligible person has the ability to register and cast a ballot that is counted. However, more than a decade of attacks on voting rights and democratic participation—from *Shelby County v. Holder* to restrictive state voter ID laws—have undermined these core principles of representative democracy and have eroded the political participation of ordinary citizens and the Rising American Electorate.

While these attacks are part of a longstanding conservative agenda to restrict access to the ballot and blunt the political power of communities of color, the Trump administration has further emboldened efforts to limit democratic participation. Shortly after taking office, Trump launched the “Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” to vindicate his widely-rebuked and self-serving lie that he lost the national popular vote in the 2016 election because of more than three million people who he claimed (without evidence) “voted illegally.” Since the election, there has also been an acceleration of proposed state voter restrictions including new voter ID laws, restrictions on early voting, and attempts to purge voter registration rolls.

In the face of attacks at the state and federal level, protecting and strengthening our democracy and voter participation must be a local imperative. With a majority of the US population living in cities and urban counties, local proactive reforms have the potential to expand access to voter registration and voting for millions of people. Moreover, reforms that expand voter registration at the local level are crucial for increasing voter turnout and for extending the geographic reach of proactive voting reforms to reduce barriers to registration nationwide. Expanding access to voter registration is also particularly important for ensuring representation of low-income communities, communities of color, and young people. Families with annual incomes below $30,000, voters of color, and naturalized citizens, have lower voter registration and voting rates compared to their counterparts. Young people are also less likely to be registered and less likely to turn out to vote.

This report suggest some of the strongest measures localities can take on their own. Local jurisdictions can expand voter registration to eligible residents through the following policies:

- **Local Agency Registration: Expanding Voter Registration Access to Underrepresented Communities**
  Under this reform, local government agencies actively register people to vote. City and county agencies are strategic targets because they administer public services, benefits, and programs that serve primarily low-income communities and disproportionately reach communities of color. These agencies include, for example, those that administer human and social services, affordable housing, and health programs. National Voter Registration Act data confirms that low-income communities and communities of color are more likely to be registered to vote at public assistance offices than wealthier and white voters.

- **High School Voter Registration: Building a New Generation of Active Voters**
  High school registration programs register eligible students who will turn 18 by the next election. With high school registration reforms, election administrators are responsible for distributing registration forms to schools and processing the forms when they are returned. Schools are responsible for distributing forms to students, verifying that students have fulfilled the requirement, and submitting the forms to election administrators. Over time, a high school registration program could significantly increase the number of registered voters citywide and
create a generation of active voters. When young people learn about and participate in the voting process, they are more likely to continue to participate over their lifetime.²

- **Pre-Registration of 16- and 17-Year-Olds: Early Engagement of the Next Generation of Voters**
  Like high school registration, targeted youth outreach and pre-registration of 16- and 17-year-olds could lead to significant increases in voter registration and voter participation over a lifetime.³ This reform works by expanding access to state rules allowing 16- and 17-year-olds to pre-register to vote, automatically adding them to the voting rolls when they turn 18 and are eligible to vote. Local expansion of pre-registration in applicable states is promising because it is low-cost and does not require any additional databases—new voters are simply entered under a “pending” status in the existing state system until they turn 18.⁴

- **Exploring Additional Opportunities to Innovate at the Local Level**
  Cities and counties are promising laboratories for democracy. These jurisdictions can lead the way by developing innovative strategies for expanding access to the ballot in their communities where legally feasible and politically plausible. For instance, Madison, Wisconsin and East Lansing, Michigan, have adopted ordinances requiring landlords to provide their tenants with voter registration forms in order to make registration more accessible.⁵ New York City and Seattle have reduced the outsized influence of wealthy campaign contributors by democratizing campaign funding through public financing.⁶ Phoenix, Arizona, is considering a robust voter reform package that includes adding registered city residents to the Permanent Early Voting List (PEVL).

Two local-level voter registration reforms provide useful models for replication. Both New York City and Fairfax County, Virginia, have implemented versions of local government agency registration policies. New York City was the first jurisdiction to adopt a comprehensive municipal voter registration program in 2000, and now requires more than 25 city agencies to register eligible residents they serve to vote. In 2016, Fairfax County successfully expanded electronic voter registration to county agencies. The county now provides access to the online voter registration portal at targeted social service agencies countywide.⁷

This report explores a set of high-impact voter registration reforms that could be pursued at the local level. We focus our analysis on a set of cities where there is potential for local reform and where there is need for reforms to counteract the recent history of hostility to voting rights at the state level. This report assesses the following cities: Phoenix, Miami, Jacksonville, Tampa, Orlando, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, Austin, and Milwaukee. In each city, our analysis estimates the size of the population eligible for each reform and, where possible, estimates the number of people able to be registered to vote under the policy. The cities included in this analysis are just a starting point for exploration—there are likely a number of additional cities, counties, school districts and other municipalities where local registration reforms are both legally feasible and impactful.

Local jurisdictions have an increasingly important role to play in protecting and expanding the democratic participation of their residents. Through innovative local reforms, cities, counties, and school districts can increase voter participation and reduce the registration and participation disparities of communities of color, low-income communities and young people. In the face of ongoing attacks on voting rights and democracy at the state and national level, cities and counties have an obligation to protect voters and democratic participation.
Introduction

American democracy is at a crossroads. To deliver on the promise of a representative, inclusive democracy, it is imperative that our electoral system provides every American the opportunity to meaningfully participate and make their voice heard in our democracy. That starts by guaranteeing that every eligible person has the ability to register and to cast a ballot that is counted. However, more than a decade of attacks on voting rights and democratic participation—from *Shelby County v. Holder* to restrictive state voter ID laws—have undermined these core principles of representative democracy and have eroded the political participation of ordinary citizens and the Rising American Electorate.

The Trump administration and the current Congress have only emboldened a longstanding conservative agenda to restrict access to democratic participation and blunt the political power of communities, including low-income communities, communities of color and young voters. Since 2010, 23 states (almost all under Republican control) have enacted new voter restrictions. Ten states have implemented more restrictive voter ID laws, seven states implemented laws that make it harder for citizens to register to vote, six states cut back on early voting days and hours, and three states made it harder to restore voting rights for people with past criminal convictions. At the same time, state governments across the country are passing sweeping preemption legislation as a strategy to curtail the ability of local government to pass progressive policy reform.

After years of escalating attacks on voting rights and democratic participation by state legislatures and the Supreme Court, our democracy now also faces threats from Washington. In his first week in office, President Trump signaled that he would use federal power to expand efforts to restrict the vote. Within months of his inauguration, Trump followed through with the launch of the “Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity” based on the self-serving and widely-rebuked falsehood that he lost the popular vote because of more than three million illegally cast votes. Trump’s commission is led by Vice President Mike Pence and vice-chaired by Kris Kobach—both of whom have histories of restrictive voter suppression efforts—and includes members Hans von Spakovsky, J. Christian Adams, and Ken Blackwell, all of whom also have longstanding records of supporting efforts to restrict voting. After two meetings, it is apparent that the commission’s agenda is focused on pushing baseless and widely-disproven claims of “voter fraud” to advance long-planned efforts that could purge registered voters from the rolls and disenfranchise millions of voters.

In the months and years to come, we expect new attempts by Congress and some state legislatures to further restrict access to registration and the ballot. These efforts may include congressional attempts to federalize voter restrictions, such as strict photo ID and documentary proof-of-citizenship requirements to register, along with even more aggressive voter suppression laws in several states.
In the face of these attacks on voting rights at the state and federal level, protecting and strengthening our democracy through voter participation must be a local imperative. Now more than ever, local elected officials, advocates, and community groups are stepping up and doing the work to protect their communities and organizations, defend our rights, and preserve progressive policy gains. Local action must also be taken to protect voters and the democratic participation of vulnerable and targeted communities.

Local voter registration expansion is a key strategy for extending the geographic reach of pro-democracy reforms, particularly those aimed at increasing voter registration and turnout among communities of color, low-income communities, and young voters. Getting eligible voters on the registration rolls can be an avenue for increasing voter engagement and turnout. Candidates, political parties and community groups use the voter registration list to engage, educate and mobilize potential voters through canvasses, phone calls and mailers. This education and outreach can have a meaningful impact on voter turnout, especially in communities with lower voter turnout.27

Cities, counties, and school districts can expand voter registration to their residents through local agencies, high schools, and programs promoting the pre-registration of 16- and 17-year olds in applicable states. This report explores the feasibility and potential reach of such reforms in 13 key cities, all located in states where voting rights are under attack, where local policy reforms are legally feasible, and where there are elected officials and community organizations ready to champion pro-democracy reforms. The cities included in this analysis are just a starting point—there are likely a number of additional cities, counties, and school districts where local registration reforms are both legally feasible and potentially impactful.

Background

**America’s Voter Registration Problem**

America’s arcane voter registration system hinders democratic participation and creates barriers that exclude tens of millions of eligible citizens from the political process. In 2001, the National Election Commission, chaired by former Presidents Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford, concluded, “The registration laws in force throughout the United states [are…] among the world’s most demanding …[and] one reason why voter turnout in the United States is near the bottom of the developed world.”28 Millions of citizens are prevented from voting in national, state, and local elections because they encounter problems registering or miss the registration cutoff.29
In the United States, more than one in four potential voters—30 percent of the eligible voting-age population*—are not registered to vote.30 With a registration rate of just 70 percent,31 the US lags behind comparable democratic countries around the world. For example, a 2009 Brennan Center study found that Canada had a registration rate of 93 percent, Great Britain had a registration rate of 97 percent, and Australia had a registration rate of 92 percent.32

Registration and voting rates are disproportionately lower among low-income and communities of color. Families with annual incomes below $30,000, people of color, and naturalized citizens have lower registration and voting rates compared to their counterparts.33 Our current registration system has left 43 percent of eligible Latinxs and 44 percent of eligible Asian Americans unregistered to vote.34 Just over 30 percent of eligible Black people are unregistered to vote, which closely mirrors low overall rates of registration across the country.35

Young people are also less likely to be registered and less likely to turn out to vote. In the 2016 general election, 45 percent of citizens aged 18 to 24 were not registered to vote and 57 percent did not vote.36 By contrast, 30 percent of the total population was not registered to vote and 39 percent did not vote.37

Reducing Barriers to Registration and Increasing Voter Participation

The data shows that those who are registered to vote, turn out to vote. In 2016, 87 percent of registered voters cast a ballot, compared to 61 percent of the total eligible voting age population.38 As such, breaking down barriers to registration is a critical strategy for increasing overall rates of voter turnout. Research shows that state policies eliminating registration deadlines and reducing registration hurdles lead to increased rates of voter turnout in those states. For example, states with Same-Day Registration (SDR)—where eligible residents can register at the same time they show up to cast their ballot—lead the nation in voter turnout. In the 2012 presidential election, average voter turnout was over 10 percentage points higher in SDR states than in other states.39 One study found that making registration portable—in other words, automatically updating the address of a registered voter if she moves within the state, rather than requiring her to re-register with every change of address—increases turnout rates by more than two percent.40 Automatic Voter Registration (AVR) increases voter participation by increasing voter registration, lowering procedural obstacles, reducing administrative errors, and expanding the reach of voter education and mobilization efforts.41 In 2016, Oregon added 272,000 people to the rolls after it implemented AVR, more than 98,000 of whom were new voters in the 2016 election.42 While turnout was up across the country in the 2016 election cycle,43 Oregon experienced the largest increase of any state (a 4.1 point increase from 2012).44

Increasing access to registration at public agencies is important for improving access to registration and participation in the election process, particularly

*The registration estimates throughout this report are based on the November 2016 Current Population Survey (CPS) Voting and Registration Supplement, a sample survey on voting and registration participation fielded every two years by the U.S. Census Bureau. To calculate the unregistered population, CPD subtracted the estimated percentage of respondents who self-reported being registered from the total citizen voting age population. The unregistered population estimate includes those who self-reported in the Voting and Registration Supplement as being unregistered, as well as nonrespondents.
among voters of color. Census data shows that Black voters are three times more likely than white voters to register to vote at state public assistance agencies, and Hispanic/Latinx voters are over four times as likely as white voters to do the same. Registration at public agencies is also vital for citizens with disabilities and individuals with limited English proficiency, both of whom are more likely to be living in poverty than their able-bodied and/or English proficient counterparts. Well-administered voter registration programs established at state public assistance agencies pursuant to federal law have registered 15 to 20 percent of agency applicants.

Democracy-expanding reforms are also important for reaching young voters, who comprise a significant proportion of the electorate. Forty-six million young people between 18 and 29 were eligible to vote in 2016, versus 39 million seniors. Millennials are also the most racially diverse generation—over 44 percent of millennials are people of color, compared to nearly 39 percent of those aged 35 to 64, and 25 percent of those 55 and older. Encouraging voter registration among this age group demands new strategies. For instance, research shows that millennials are less likely to obtain drivers licenses and are therefore less likely to register to vote through the DMV than their older counterparts. By enacting policies specific to this age group—for example pre-registration for 16- and 17-year-olds and high school registration—local jurisdictions can bolster voter registration and turnout rates among youth while also working to build a more racially diverse base of active voters.

Opportunities to Expand Voter Registration at the Local Level

When it comes to registration and voting, cities and counties are where the rubber hits the road—where voters are registered, election machinery is operated, and ballots are cast. Cities and big counties are where most people live; 62.7 percent of the US population lives in cities, even though cities comprise just 3.5 percent of land area. Half of the US population is clustered in the 146 biggest counties out of over 3,000 counties. Improved registration and voting policies at the local level, and particularly in urban areas, have the potential to expand access to voter registration and voting for millions of people.

Proactively expanding voter registration at the local level is critical for strengthening the right to vote in cities and counties across the country. Moreover, local elected officials, advocates, and community groups can expand access to the ballot at the local level to offset efforts at the state level to curtail democratic participation. In localities affected by state-level barriers to registration, local officials, advocates, and community groups can—and should—use their power to protect and expand voter access for their residents. Local reforms provide an opportunity to increase voter outreach, registration, and turnout in local jurisdictions.
Recommended local policy reforms include the following:

- **Local Agency Registration: Expanding Voter Registration Access to Underrepresented Communities**
  One promising method for increasing voter registration, particularly among underrepresented communities, is expanding voter registration to local public agencies. As noted above, National Voter Registration Act data shows that low-income and communities of color are more likely to be registered to vote at public assistance offices, with Black and Latinx voters three and four times more likely to register to vote at state public agencies than white voters, respectively. Local agencies—including those that provide human and social services, affordable housing, and health programming, among others—are strategic targets because they administer the public services, benefits, and programs that serve primarily low-income communities and disproportionately reach communities of color.

  With local agency-based voter registration, city or county agencies would be required to offer voter registration as part of their regular interaction with the local resident. Agency staff would be trained to support the voter registration of all eligible persons submitting applications or renewals for agency services or change of address materials relating to such services. As mentioned, well-administered voter registration programs established at state public assistance agencies pursuant to federal law have registered 15 to 20 percent of agency applicants. Given these results at state agencies, it is likely that well-administered agency registration at the county and city level could produce similar outcomes.

- **High School Registration: Building a Generation of Active Voters**
  Localities can do more to get young people registered. They can design high school registration programs to reach and register every eligible high school student that will be 18 years old before the next election through existing school infrastructure. Schools can engage students through assemblies, classroom registration drives, and other methods to encourage registration, distribute and collect registration forms, ensure that forms are properly completed, and return the forms to election administrators. Election administrators are responsible for distributing registration forms to schools, processing forms upon completion, and ensuring that high schools meets the requirements of the program. Ideally, high school registration programs are coupled with voter education programs aimed at encouraging participation and turnout amongst new high school voters.

  Over time, a high school registration program could significantly increase the number of registered voters citywide, helping to build a generation of engaged, active voters. When young people learn about and participate in the voting process, they are more likely to continue to vote over their lifetime.

- **Pre-registration of 16-and 17-Year-Olds: Early Engagement of the Next Generation of Voters**
  Building on and strengthening high school registration programs, reforms that expand registration to 16- and 17-year-olds (“pre-registration”) and include targeted outreach to youth, have the potential to increase voter registration and voter participation over a lifetime. In states that allow for pre-registration, eligible 16- and 17-year-olds can pre-register to vote and then are automatically added to the registration rolls when they turn 18. New voters are automatically added to the state registration system, and ideally, receive information in the mail about how to vote upon turning 18 and the timing of the first election for which they are eligible. In states with pre-registration, local programs expanding the impact of pre-registration can help to reach brand new registrants while they are still in school. It is low-cost and does not require any additional databases; since pre-registered voters are simply entered into an existing state system under a “pending” status until they turn 18. Fourteen states, plus the District of Columbia, allow or have enacted legislation...
allowing 16- or 17-year-olds to pre-register to vote, even if they will not turn 18 before Election Day: California, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Utah.62

### Additional Opportunities to Innovate at the Local Level

Cities and counties are promising laboratories for democracy. Local jurisdictions can lead the way by developing innovative strategies for expanding the vote based on what is legally feasible and politically plausible.

- **Renter Registration**: Renter registration ordinances aim to make registration more widely accessible by legally requiring landlords to provide their tenants with voter registration forms. These laws, recently adopted in Madison, Wisconsin and East Lansing, Michigan, are particularly valuable because renters are disproportionately more mobile, lower income and/or people of color. These laws also help to reach these cities’ large student populations, many of whom live off campus in rental housing, to get registered and stay registered to vote.

- **Public Financing of Local Elections**: Cities and states cannot ban political spending, but they can democratize campaign funding and reduce the outsized influence of wealthy contributors through public financing of local elections. In New York City, candidates for mayor and city council receive $6 in matching funds for every $1 that they raise from city residents (with a limit of $175 per resident). Candidates who participate in the program commit to limiting their total spending. The program reduces the influence of moneyed interests, permits middle-class candidates to run competitively (and win), and engages a broader segment of the population in the electoral process. In 2015, Seattle passed an innovative “democracy voucher” system, which is in effect for the 2017 election cycle. Each resident who is eligible to vote receives four $25 coupons to contribute to their preferred local candidates. In return for accepting democracy vouchers, candidates agree to contribution and spending limits, as well as reporting guidelines. Initial analysis shows that voucher users are more representative of the city’s population than traditional donors. In the first election since the program has been implemented, it is enabling participating candidates to compete successfully with a privately financed opponent, giving Seattle residents a stake in their local democracy.

- **Permanent Early Voting**: Phoenix, Arizona is currently considering a robust voter expansion reform package, including a policy that would add every registered city resident to the Permanent Early Voting List (PEVL) unless they decline to be added. All voters on the PEVL receive a ballot by mail several weeks in advance of any election in which they are eligible to vote. Not only does this make voting easier, but it also gives voters ample time to consider relevant issues and research the politicians involved in an election. Voters on the PEVL list are still given the option of voting in person. Additional reforms to increase rates of voter registration in Phoenix include the following: offering voter registration at city government service agencies, encouraging apartment complexes to include voter registration materials in their welcome packets, and increasing the number of city polling locations. Eventually, the city plans to add a voter protection wing inside Phoenix’s city clerk department.

### Lessons from the Field

Local voter expansion efforts is a relatively new and innovative area of policy reform. However, a handful of jurisdictions have successfully implemented local registration policies and offer important lessons to other localities considering similar reform. To fully realize the potential of proactive voter
registration expansion at the local level, cities and counties should draw from the experience of jurisdictions that are already implementing registration expansion reforms.

In addition to getting the policy right, expanding access to the ballot requires educating the public, encouraging buy-in from public agency staff, and creating a foundation of political support for the policy reform. It also requires developing local leadership to advance and implement policy reforms. Importantly, advocates and lawmakers cannot focus just on getting good laws on the books; they must also prioritize robust implementation strategies and plans for ensuring full compliance. The following examples from New York City and Fairfax County illustrate the need for effective implementation and ongoing compliance efforts in order to ensure that registration programs have maximum impact.

Case Study: Lessons from New York City

New York City was the first jurisdiction to adopt a comprehensive municipal voter registration program. While over a decade of lax and ineffective implementation limited the impact of the program, city reforms in the last three years have accelerated implementation and agency compliance, leading to a substantial increase in the number of New York City residents being added to the rolls through this program.

In 2000, New York City passed Local Law 29, known as the Pro-Voter Law, requiring 19 city agencies—including, for example, the Department of Consumer Affairs, the Department of Small Business Services, and the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene—to implement and administer a voter registration program, in which public agency staff are required to register eligible voters when they apply for or renew city services.73 For example, at the Department of Small Business Services, eligible New Yorkers that come through the agency to apply for business licenses are offered the opportunity to register to vote. In 2014, a coalition of organizations including the Center for Popular Democracy, the Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law, the Citizens Union of the City of New York, and the New York Public Interest Research Group (NYPIRG), released a report titled “Broken Promise: Agency-Based Voter Registration in New York City.” The report found significant non-compliance with the Pro-Voter Law, revealing, for instance, that city agencies had failed to offer registration information in 84 percent of client interactions.74 The coalition also found that agencies failed to comply with language access requirements and training requirements of agency staff.75

On the basis of this report, and thanks to local advocacy efforts, the New York City Council passed new legislation in 2014 designed to increase compliance and expand the impact of the Pro-Voter Law. Under this legislation, the city added seven new agencies to the law and required all participating agencies to report their progress on a semi-annual basis.76

Since 2015, New York City has made promising gains in its effort to register voters through city agencies, more than tripling the number of voter registrations at designated city agencies within the first six months of 2016 (14,300 registrations, compared to 5,900 registrations in the first six months of 2015). In the six month period that data is most recently available, city agencies sent more than 18,000 registration applications to the board of elections.77 Based on the city’s reported progress with implementation, this number is likely to rise.

The city has also made significant progress toward improving language access. Voter registration applications have been translated into a number of additional languages: Arabic, French, Haitian Creole, Russian, Urdu, Albanian, Greek, Tagalog, Polish, Yiddish, and Albanian.78 As a result, over 90 percent of limited English proficient New Yorkers who are eligible to vote can now complete voter registration forms in their native language.79
New York City’s voter registration expansion efforts still face several challenges. For example, each city agency distributes voter registration forms differently and few agencies are physically integrating voter registration forms into their city intake forms and applications for city services, as required by the law. There is still work to do to realize the full potential of this reform to reach eligible voters through existing city services.81

**Case Study: Lessons from Fairfax County, Virginia**

In 2016, the Fairfax County Votes Initiative successfully worked with Fairfax County to expand electronic voter registration through administrative action at the county level. This was part of a successful two-pronged strategy at the state and county level to modernize electronic voter registration systems and increase access to registration through county agencies.

As a result of a coalition effort led by New Virginia Majority Education Fund, Planned Parenthood of Virginia, Virginia Civic Engagement Table, SEIU Virginia 512, ProgressVA Education Fund and the League of Women Voters, and national partners Center for Popular Democracy, Center for Secure and Modern Election and Planned Parenthood, the county successfully expanded registration access to Fairfax County residents. Together, the coalition worked with Fairfax County to provide residents access to the state online voter registration portal at designated county social service agencies. These agencies include the Community Services Board, the Redevelopment and Housing Authority, the Department of Housing and Community Development, the Department of Neighborhood and Community Services, the Department of Family Services, and the Health Department. Online voter registration was available to county residents before the 2016 voter registration deadline. The coalition also worked to identify, and advocate for, administrative strategies at the state and county level for implementing the data collection and electronic registration technology infrastructure necessary to expand online registration, to implement portability, and to prepare for additional modernization and security reforms in the future.

This effort has created a foundation for advancing local voter registration reforms in other cities and counties in Virginia, including Richmond and Charlottesville. The organizing work also builds a base of support for advancing further proactive voter reforms across the state.83

**Example: High School Registration in Harris County, Texas**

The community-based Texas Organizing Project Education Fund (TOPEF) is currently partnering with the Texas Civil Rights Project (TCRP) to enforce state-mandated high school registration obligations and implement systematic voter registration programs in Harris County High Schools.82 The effort aims to ensure compliance by streamlining and enforcing existing high school registration requirements; compelling the Secretary of State to properly notify high school administrators of their legal obligations to register students; working with superintendents to increase compliance; and creating a standard mechanism to track high school registration.

---

**The Impact of Local Reforms in Key States**

The following analysis provides an entry point for further exploration by illustrating the potential reach and impact of local voter registration reforms in a given set of representative cities. The analysis estimates the size of the population eligible for each reform and, where possible, estimates the maximum number of people that could be registered to vote under the policy.
How Localities Can Expand Voting Rights

Every state has a different set of legal and administrative considerations that could affect the viability and impact of reforms at the local level. We do not attempt a 50-state survey of local jurisdictions, but instead provide compelling examples of viable high-impact voter registration reforms and their potential impact in select case study cities. As described above, these case study cities were chosen because they are located in states where voting rights are under attack, where reform is legally possible, and where there are local elected officials and community organizations poised to advocate for policy change.

Local jurisdictions considering reform should tailor proposed policies to their specific state- and municipal-level legal and administrative contexts. Cities, counties, and school districts will want to start with an evaluation of the political and legal authority of their jurisdiction as it relates to state laws regulating voter registration and election administration.84

A Note on Interpreting the Data

Measuring Eligibility versus Impact of Voter Registration Reforms

When evaluating the potential reach of a reform, it is important to note that impact and eligibility estimates are different measures. Eligibility considers the total population that would qualify for the reform. Only a subset of this population would be reached by interacting with a set of city agencies that implements the reform. Though there is insufficient data to estimate the impact of this reform, eligibility estimates provide a helpful picture of the possible reach of local agency registration policies. Impact estimates refer to the maximum number of individuals that are likely to be registered as a result of the policy change.

The number used to estimate eligibility for local government agency registration is the unregistered Citizen Voting Age Population (CVAP); it does not estimate the number of people that would actually be registered as a result of the policy change—in other words, the subset of eligible voters that would interact with the city agencies implementing local registration efforts. Because we lack data on agency traffic or total numbers of eligible individuals served through local agency services (either the data is unavailable to the public, or programs within agencies report data in ways that make it difficult to disaggregate or determine discrete clients served), we are only able to provide an estimate of the total population that would be eligible for the reform. Only a subset of the unregistered CVAP would be reached and registered to vote through such a program.

Demographic Snapshots

The demographic information accompanying each state highlights the proportion of residents who are people of color, youth (aged 18–24), and those with low household incomes (under $25,000). “People of color” is defined as those who identify as a race other than white alone (non-Hispanic or Latino) on the census, including Black or African American, Hispanic or Latino, Asian, Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander, and some other race. These groups are, on average, less likely to be registered to vote than the population as a whole. These snapshots aim to highlight how local registration policies could impact underrepresented and under-registered communities in these cities.
ARIZONA REFORMS

DEMOGRAPHIC SNAPSHOT

PHOENIX
TOTAL POPULATION: 1,514,200
PEOPLE OF COLOR: 55%
HOUSEHOLDS WITH ANNUAL INCOME UNDER $25,000: 26%
POPULATION 18–24: 10%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2011–2015 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

Local Agency Registration
Arizona’s cities and counties could implement municipal agency registration at local agencies.85

High School Registration
Arizona school districts could implement high school voter registration programs.86

Voter Registration Reforms:
Potential Growth in Registered Voters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHOENIX</th>
<th>Local Agency Registration (eligibility)</th>
<th>High School Registration Program (impact)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97,800</td>
<td>22,300 per year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

31% of Arizona’s voting age citizens are unregistered
FLORIDA REFORMS

Local Agency Registration through Access to Online Portal
Florida’s enactment of an online voter registration system\(^87\) provides the opportunity for municipalities to expand registration through the state’s online voter registration portal. Through the state’s online portal, Florida voters can now go online, fill out and submit a new registration application or update their existing registration.\(^88\) Local jurisdictions could enact ordinances requiring local agencies to provide access and instruction on registering through the state’s online registration portal and the appropriate technology so individuals can register on the spot. Moreover, counties are particularly powerful in Florida so it is important to explore opportunities to expand voter registration at the county level to reach and impact a wide swath of voters.

High School Registration through Access to Online Portal
Florida’s online voter registration system, discussed above, also provides the opportunity to expand voter registration among youth through targeted implementation in high schools. Additionally, state law authorizes county supervisors of elections to designate locations at which voter registration applications are to be distributed,\(^89\) including high schools.\(^90\)

Pre-Registration of 16- and 17-year-olds
Florida state law permits pre-registration to vote starting at the age of 16\(^91\) and localities could provide access to pre-registration for eligible 16- and 17-year-olds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCALITY</th>
<th>LOCAL AGENCY REGISTRATION</th>
<th>HIGH SCHOOL REGISTRATION</th>
<th>PRE-REGISTRATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIAMI</td>
<td>27,000</td>
<td>3,800 per year</td>
<td>2,600 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKSONVILLE</td>
<td>23,200*</td>
<td>11,200 per year</td>
<td>8,300 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAMPA</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>3,900 per year</td>
<td>4,400 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORLANDO</td>
<td>10,700</td>
<td>2,700 per year</td>
<td>2,000 per year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Registration numbers are only available for Duval County.
**Local Agency Registration**

Charter municipalities, including Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Columbus, could enact reforms to provide voter registration at local agencies. Ohio state law anticipates organized registration efforts, requiring the Secretary of State to implement a training and registration program for any “compensated voter registrants.” A jurisdiction planning to expand voter registration to its city or county agencies should draft policy in accordance with the state’s training and registration requirements.

**High School Registration**

Ohio charter municipalities could implement reforms to expand high school registration programs, which are already authorized at public high schools and vocational schools. Policy should be drafted in accordance with state law requirements for in-class voter registration programs.

## OHIO REFORMS

### DEMOGRAPHIC SNAPSHOT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Total Population</th>
<th>People of Color</th>
<th>Households with Annual Income Under $25,000</th>
<th>Population 18–24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLEVELAND</td>
<td>390,600</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBUS</td>
<td>824,700</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CINCINNATI</td>
<td>279,400</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: US Census Bureau, 2011–2015 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

### Voter Registration Reforms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Local Agency Registration (eligibility)</th>
<th>High School Registration Program (impact)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CINCINNATI</td>
<td>10,100</td>
<td>3,600 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEVELAND</td>
<td>33,800</td>
<td>5,600 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBUS</td>
<td>32,500</td>
<td>8,700 per year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

28% of Ohio’s voting age citizens are unregistered.
TEXAS REFORMS

Local Agency Registration

Texas cities and counties could expand voter registration to local agencies under their home rule authority. Texas Election Code anticipates voter registration activities at the local level, permitting an employee of a city or county who is a volunteer deputy registrar (VDR) to engage in official registration activities during working hours on work premises if authorized by that jurisdiction. Cities planning to implement municipal voter registration programs should draft policies to comply with the state training and appointment process laid out in statute for VDRs.

High School Registration

Voter registration programs could be expanded at Texas high schools. Under state law, high schools are required to provide voter registration at least twice per year. However, investigations have shown that many Texas high schools fail to comply because principals and other school leaders are unaware of their legal obligations, and because there are no measures to ensure compliance and implementation of the mandate. Local policies to expand high school voter registration programs should be drafted to comply with the state mandate and adhere to the provisions for voter registrars.

33% of Texas’s voting age citizens are unregistered

Voter Registration Reforms:
Potential Growth in Registered Voters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Local Agency Registration (eligibility)</th>
<th>High School Registration Program (impact)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOUSTON</td>
<td>242,000</td>
<td>26,200 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALLAS</td>
<td>109,200</td>
<td>14,300 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN ANTONIO</td>
<td>191,800</td>
<td>19,100 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSTIN</td>
<td>62,000</td>
<td>8,400 per year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2011–2015 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
WISCONSIN REFORMS

Local Agency Registration
Wisconsin cities could expand voter registration to local agencies. A complementary reform could provide the opportunity and technology to register eligible city residents electronically at city agencies through the state’s online voter registration portal.

High School Registration
Wisconsin localities could provide for voter registration at area high schools.

Voter Registration Reforms:
Potential Growth in Registered Voters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Agency Registration (eligibility)</th>
<th>High School Registration Program (impact)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILWAUKEE 84,500</td>
<td>9,000 per year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2011–2015 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
Conclusion

Local jurisdictions have an increasingly important role to play in providing access to registration and voting in their jurisdictions. In the face of ongoing attacks on voting rights at the state and national level, local governments must ensure that eligible voters in their regions have access to the ballot. Where state reform is politically unfeasible, local jurisdictions have an opportunity and an obligation to step up and protect the democratic participation of their residents, and particularly focus on targeted communities including low-income communities, communities of color and young people. Local voter registration expansion efforts—including local agency registration, high school registration, and expanding the pre-registration of 16- and 17-year olds—are key strategies for advancing democracy-expanding reforms that increase voter registration and turnout.
Appendix

Methodology

Local Agency Registration

To estimate the population eligible for these reforms, this analysis looked at the difference between registered voters (obtained through city/county Board of Elections records) and total eligible voters in the voting age population that could potentially be reached through a municipal agency registration program (using Census data). This is a conservative measure of eligibility, since both active and inactive voters are included as part of the total pool of registered voters. There are likely many inactive voters who would need to be re-registered due to a change of address. Data analysis was conducted in 2016.

This analysis was unable to estimate the precise number of voters potentially registered by each municipal agency registration program because it was not possible to obtain consistent or comprehensive data sets on the total number of unique individuals served by each city agency through public data. Even when municipal agencies do provide public data, they often report metrics for only a handful of their programs, while others report on metrics that do not actually indicate the number of unique individuals served (for example, number of permits and licenses issued). Moreover, multiple municipal agencies are likely to serve some of the same individuals, so agencies would need to match their records to determine how many unique individuals are served citywide. To obtain an accurate count of unique individuals served by city agencies, each city would have to engage in a data matching process.

Because of the various data barriers, this study looks instead at the unregistered citizen voting age population (CVAP) in each city to estimate the total population that would be eligible for a municipal agency registration program. It should be noted that a small percentage of the CVAP may be ineligible to vote due to former felony conviction. Only a subset of this population would be reached by interacting with a set of city agencies that implements the reform. As a benchmark, well-administered voter registration programs established at public assistance agencies pursuant to federal law have helped register 15 to 20 percent of agency applicants. Though there is insufficient data to estimate the impact of this reform, eligibility estimates help to provide a picture of the possible reach of local agency registration policies.

High School Registration

To determine the maximum number of students who would likely be impacted by a high school registration program, this analysis used the 2011–2015 American Community Survey, which shows the number of students enrolled in 12th grade, to establish the number of students who would turn 18 by the next election cycle. School enrollment numbers are expected to fluctuate from year to year.

While this provides the best possible approximation for impact, it should be noted that a handful of these students would not be eligible for the reform if they turn 18 after the next election. Some 11th graders would turn 18 before entering 12th grade, and so are also not included in this estimate. It should also be noted that these estimates include all students, including private school students and home schooled students.

This estimate excludes non-citizen students (both documented and undocumented) who would not be eligible to register. However, it should be noted that the Census has been shown to undercount the undocumented population, which may affect the estimate.
Pre-registration of 16- and 17-Year-Olds

To estimate the maximum number of students who would likely be impacted by a pre-registration program for 16- and 17-year-olds, this study uses the 2011–2015 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates to establish the number of 11th grade students. While this is a close approximation, it should be noted that some 16- and 17-year-olds are in 10th or 12th grades, so may not be accounted for in the total estimates. This estimate includes all students, including private school students and home schooled students. It should be noted that school enrollment numbers are expected to fluctuate from year to year.

This estimate factors out non-citizen students (documented and undocumented) who would not qualify for the reform, based on Census data. However, it should be noted that the Census has been shown to undercount the undocumented population, which may affect the estimate.
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